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Abstract.—Gene flow among populations or species and incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) are two evolutionary processes
responsible for generating gene tree discordance and therefore hindering species tree estimation. Numerous studies have
evaluated the impacts of ILS on species tree inference, yet the ramifications of gene flow on species trees remain less
studied. Here, we simulate and analyse multilocus sequence data generated with ILS and gene flow to quantify their
impacts on species tree inference. We characterize species tree estimation errors under various models of gene flow, such
as the isolation-migration model, the n-island model, and gene flow between non-sister species or involving ancestral
species, and species boundaries crossed by a single gene copy (allelic introgression) or by a single migrant individual. These
patterns of gene flow are explored on species trees of different sizes (4 vs. 10 species), at different time scales (shallow
vs. deep), and with different migration rates. Species trees are estimated with the multispecies coalescent model using
Bayesian methods (BEST and *BEAST) and with a summary statistic approach (MPEST) that facilitates phylogenomic-scale
analysis. Even in cases where the topology of the species tree is estimated with high accuracy, we find that gene flow can
result in overestimates of population sizes (species tree dilation) and underestimates of species divergence times (species
tree compression). Signatures of migration events remain present in the distribution of coalescent times for gene trees,
and with sufficient data it is possible to identify those loci that have crossed species boundaries. These results highlight
the need for careful sampling design in phylogeographic and species delimitation studies as gene flow, introgression,
or incorrect sample assignments can bias the estimation of the species tree topology and of parameter estimates such as
population sizes and divergence times. [∗BEAST; BEST; coalescence; compression; dilation; introgression; MPEST; migration;
simulation.]

Processes that generate gene tree discordance may
hinder species tree estimation. One natural evolutionary
process responsible for gene tree discordance across
the entire tree of life is incomplete lineage sorting
(ILS; Hudson 1983; Tajima 1983; Takahata 1995; Rannala
and Yang 2008). Numerous studies have evaluated the
impacts of ILS on species tree inference using simulated
and empirical data and in doing so have provided
practical advice for sampling design (Maddison and
Knowles 2006; McCormack et al. 2009; Castillo-Ramírez
et al. 2010; Heled and Drummond 2010; Leaché and
Rannala 2011; Camargo et al. 2012).

Gene flow among populations and species is another
evolutionary process that can generate gene tree
discordance (Slatkin and Maddison 1989). The typical
mode of species divergence whereby populations
diverge under a model of strict allopatry is now being
augmented with many empirical examples of divergence
accompanied by gene flow (Pinho and Hey 2010), or
allelic introgression across species boundaries (Wirtz
1999; Rheindt and Edwards 2011). However, the impacts
of gene flow on species tree estimation and their
ramifications on sampling design remain less studied
(Eckert and Carstens 2008; Leaché 2009; Chung and Ané
2011; Heled et al. 2013).

Species tree inference methods that can effectively
accommodate ILS are available; however, jointly
considering ILS and gene flow remains a great
challenge. Failing to account for gene flow during

species tree estimation surely impacts parameter
estimation, yet the resulting estimation errors are
unclear. Bayesian methods for estimating species trees
can accommodate population demographic parameters,
such as population sizes and divergence times, but not
migration (Liu et al. 2009; Heled and Drummond 2010).
Choi and Hey (2011) recently proposed a method for the
joint estimation of population demographic parameters,
including gene flow, population assignments, and the
species tree, but the method is currently applicable to
only three species. Prior to this method, assuming a
fixed species tree topology, known species assignments,
and integrating across gene tree uncertainty was the
only approach available for multilocus coalescent-based
estimation of population sizes, divergence times, and
gene flow (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001; Hey and Nielsen
2004; Kuhner 2009; Hey 2010).

Here, we quantify the impacts of gene flow on
species tree inference by simulating multilocus data with
varying levels of migration (Fig. 1). Several different
models of gene flow are considered, including isolation-
migration, paraphyletic gene flow between non-sister
species, and ancestral gene flow occurring deeper in
the species tree (Fig. 2). We also simulate data to
mimic introgression of a single allele or migration
of a single individual across a species boundary.
We measure errors in estimates of the species tree
topology, as well as divergence times and population
sizes.
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FIGURE 1. Species trees used for simulating data for 10 species (a) and 4 species (a′) and prior probability distributions used for simulating
species divergence times (b) and population sizes (c).

FIGURE 2. Gene flow patterns explored through simulation: (a)
Isolation-migration; (b) paraphyly model of gene flow between non-
sister species; (c) ancestral gene; and (d) a single migrant or single
gene copy (e.g., allelic introgression) crossing a species boundary at
�=0. In each of the four cases we consider (I) 4 species, (II) 10 species,
and (III) 10 species with deep introgression/gene flow.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Simulations
Species trees are characterized by several parameters,

including topology, depth (species divergence times)
and width (population sizes for current and ancestral
species). We measure species divergence time (�) as the

expected number of mutations per site, and population
size as �=4Ne�, where Ne is the effective population
size and � is the mutation rate per nucleotide site per
generation. In other words, � is the average proportion
of different sites between two sequences sampled at
random from the population. The species trees used
for gene tree simulations contain either 4 species or 10
species (Fig. 1). The rooted 4-species tree is sufficiently
large to explore several different phylogenetic patterns of
gene flow among species (Fig. 2), including (i) isolation-
migration, modeled as gene flow between sister species;
(ii) paraphyletic gene flow, which involves gene flow
between non-sister species; (iii) ancestral gene flow,
modeled as historical gene flow between sister lineages
that ceases upon the divergence of a species; (iv) a single
migrant at �=0 entering either a sister lineage or a non-
sister lineage, which is equivalent to misclassification of
a sample; and (v) allelic introgression at �=0 where a
species boundary is crossed by a single allele, which
is similar to introgression of organellar DNA. The 10-
species tree enables us to extend these scenarios to a
larger phylogenetic context, as well as explore additional,
more complex models, including an n-island model and
models of gene flow that involve species with divergence
times extending deeper into the tree (Fig. 2). The n-island
model allows gene flow between all extant species and
between ancestral species.

To introduce heterogeneity into the depth and
width of the species tree, species divergence times
(�) and current and ancestral population sizes (�) are
drawn from separate prior probability distributions
(Fig. 1). Simulation studies often generate test datasets
using fixed parameter values; however, our Bayesian
simulation strategy samples model parameters from
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a prior distribution, and we use the same prior
distributions to analyse the simulated data (Huelsenbeck
and Rannala 2004). Divergence times were simulated to
produce relatively short trees to pose more challenging
estimation problems (Maddison and Knowles 2006;
Leaché and Rannala 2011). The species trees are
ultrametric and the time gaps are independent
exponential random variables, with mean 1/�=0.02
expected mutations per site (Fig. 1b). This places the
most recent species divergences (on average) at �=0.02,
and the mean root ages of �=0.06 on the 4-species tree
and �=0.12 on the 10-species tree. Those parameter
values reflect the low level of variation observed across
nuclear loci in empirical species-level phylogenetic
studies (Bell et al. 2010; Rowe et al. 2011). We use
large values for the population size parameter � to
increase gene tree discordance, sampling from an
inverse gamma distribution with parameters (�=3 and
�=0.003; Fig. 1c), with mean �/(�−1)=0.015. The
values are chosen to reflect estimates obtained in
studies of empirical data (Leaché 2009; Castillo-Ramírez
et al. 2010).

We simulated gene trees and multilocus nucleotide
sequence data using the MCCOAL program in BPP v2.1a
(Rannala and Yang 2003; Yang and Rannala 2010). Each
simulation began with 100-species trees with species
divergence times and population sizes sampled from
the prior distributions described above. We sampled
four sequences per species for all simulations, with the
exception of the outgroup species, which only required
one sequence for rooting purposes. MCCOAL generated
gene trees for each species tree using the multispecies
coalescent model (Rannala and Yang 2003), simulating
the coalescent process in each population (Hudson
2002). The mutation rates are assumed to be constant
across loci (i.e., the rate was fixed at 1). This is not a
realistic assumption given that genes often evolve at
different rates, but for our purposes we expect that
including rate variation among loci for closely related
species with low levels of divergence should only cause
slight reductions in the effective number of variable
sites for some loci. The gene trees were then used
to simulate DNA sequences (1000 bp per gene tree)
along the branches of the genealogies using the Jukes–
Cantor (JC) mutation model (Jukes and Cantor 1969).
This simulation strategy produced average sequence
divergences (uncorrected p-distances) of 1.2–1.6% within
species and 4.8–5.7% between sister species.

The simulation program MCCOAL allows migration,
even though Bayesian species tree inference programs
assume no migration. Migration rates were assigned
using the matrix M={Mij}, where the effective migration
rate Mij =Njmij is the expected number of migrants per
generation from population i to population j (Nj is the
population size of the receiving population j) and where
mij is the migration rate from populations i to j defined
as the proportion of individuals in population j that
are immigrants from population i. One time unit is the
expected time for one mutation to occur per site. The total

coalescent rate in population i (with population size
parameter �i) among a sample of ni sequences is then
ni(ni −1)/2×2/�i. The coalescent rate between any pair
of sequences in this population is 2/�i. The migration
rate from population j into population i is then 4niMji/�i.
The total migration rate for an individual in population
i is the sum of the rates over all other populations. A
full description of the MCCOAL migration simulation
approach is given by Zhang et al. (2011).

We simulated data with no migration (Mij =0; ILS
only) or up to four levels of migration (Mij >0; ILS plus
migration), Mij =0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 for the 4-species
tree and Mij =0.1 and 1.0 for the 10-species tree. We
restricted migration rates in the migration matrix M to
reflect the phylogenetic patterns of migration outlined in
Figure 2. Migration was assumed to be constant across
the entire time interval. However, allelic introgression
at �=0 was simulated by replacing one allele from a
locus with that of another species. A similar approach
was used to generate datasets with a single migrant at
�=0, except here all sequences for a single individual
were reassigned to a different species. Given that we
sample four individuals per species, reassigning one
sample produces an admixed population composed of
20% immigrants (i.e., 1/5). The introgression and single
migrant datasets contained no other migration events in
the migration matrix (Mij =0) to help clarify the impacts
of recent gene flow at �=0 versus on-going gene flow
(Mij >0).

Bayesian Species Tree Estimation
We analysed simulated datasets containing 10 loci

with 2 Bayesian species tree estimation programs;
*BEAST v1.6.2 (Heled and Drummond 2010) and BEST
v2.3 (Liu 2008; Liu et al. 2008). These methods use the
multispecies coalescent model to estimate species trees
directly from the sequence data, calculating posterior
probability distributions for gene trees, species trees,
population sizes, and divergence times. BEST estimates
the gene trees and then estimates the species tree using
importance sampling (Liu et al. 2008). The gene trees
and species tree are co-estimated in *BEAST (Heled and
Drummond 2010).

We ran the MCMC algorithm for 10 million
generations for 4 species and 100 million generations for
10 species sampling every 5000 steps with a 25% burn-in.
The run lengths were sufficient to generate effective
sample sizes exceeding 200. Convergence was assessed
in a subset of analyses by checking for stationarity
in likelihood scores and tree lengths (using TRACER
v1.5; Rambaut and Drummond 2007), and the posterior
probability of clades (using AWTY; Nylander et al. 2008).
Convergence problems prevented us from using BEST
on the 10-species datasets. The JC model of nucleotide
substitution was used for all loci to match the simulation
conditions. The strict molecular clock was assumed and
a Yule process prior is used for the divergence times
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in the species tree. For *BEAST, the population size
model was set to “constant”. An inverse gamma prior
(�=3, �=0.03) was used for the population sizes (�).
For BEST, the mutation rate across loci was fixed at 1.
The prior distributions for the effective population sizes
and divergence times were the same as those used to
simulate the data. The population size � was modeled
using an inverse gamma distribution (�=3, �=0.03),
corresponding to a prior mean for the population
size of �=0.015. Branch lengths were drawn from an
exponential distribution (�=50), which results in an
average branch length of 0.02 expected substitutions
per site.

We calculated the posterior mean and variance of
the divergence times and population sizes as well as
the taxon bipartition probabilities. We also evaluated
whether the true species tree was contained in the 95%
credible set. The mean values of the posterior summaries
are averaged across 100 replicate simulations.

Phylogenomic Simulations
We analysed simulated datasets containing either

10 loci or 1000 loci using the program MPEST v1.2
(Liu et al. 2010). The method estimates species trees
from a set of gene trees by maximizing a pseudo-
likelihood function. The fast computation times make
the approach advantageous for large phylogenomic
datasets, since full Bayesian methods such as *BEAST
and BEST can only seem to handle small numbers of
loci. We note that MPEST uses the estimated gene tree
topologies only, and ignores information in the branch
lengths and uncertainties in the estimated gene trees.
As so little information is used, not all parameters in
the multispecies coalescent model are identifiable. For
closely related species, the sequences may contain little
phylogenetic information and the gene trees may be
unresolved or highly uncertain, so that MPEST may
not be expected to work well. We conducted MPEST
analyses with 10 loci to provide a direct comparison with
*BEAST and BEST. The 1000 locus MPEST simulations
help determine whether gene flow distortions identified
with 10 loci are ameliorated with phylogenomic data.
We used the simulated gene trees and gene trees
estimated from the simulated sequence data as input
into MPEST. In practice, we can expect gene tree
estimation to introduce additional error into the species
tree estimation procedure, and we start with DNA
sequences to provide a more direct comparison between
MPEST and *BEAST/BEST. Gene trees were estimated
from DNA sequence data using RAxML-HPC v7.5.9
(Stamatakis 2006) with the proper species used to root
the trees.

Distribution of Coalescent Times
When post-divergence gene flow is absent, the

coalescent times for alleles from different species must
be greater than the species divergence time. With

post-divergence gene flow, this expectation is not
true anymore. Coalescent times between alleles from
different species may thus be indicative of gene flow after
species divergences (= shallow coalescence). We plot
the estimated coalescent times for alleles from different
species against the simulated species divergence time to
distinguish between deep and shallow coalescence.

For the case of the 4-species tree, we contrast the
true coalescent times in the simulated gene trees,
which contain no inference error, with coalescent times
estimated from the simulated sequence data. For both
simulated and estimated gene trees we calculated the
minimum coalescent time for alleles from different
species using the R package phybase (Liu 2010).
Polytomies were resolved using the multi2di function,
which inserts branch lengths of 0 into unresolved nodes.
A matrix of branch lengths corresponding to each
node was constructed from each gene tree using the
read.tree.nodes command, and the minimum coalescent
times between alleles belonging to different species were
found using the coaltime command.

The Bayesian simulation strategy used to simulate
species trees introduces variability in the species
divergence times. Here, we consider the deviation of
the smallest coalescent time. Deviation is computed as
the difference in the minimum gene tree coalescent time
(tAB) between species A and B from the true species
divergence time (�AB):

D= tAB −�AB
�AB

. (1)

D=0 represents the inflection point separating deep
coalescences (some of which will reflect ILS) and shallow
coalescences (gene flow). With no post-divergence gene
flow, D will be positive and near 0. The coalescent times
can extend far back into the ancestral population, and
therefore a large D indicates a large ancestral population
size. With gene flow, D may be negative. Unlike the deep
coalescences that reach far back into the species tree
and produce large D values, shallow coalescences are
bounded by �=0, and therefore gene trees with tAB =0
will result in D=−1. Finally, D can also be negative in the
absence of gene flow due to gene tree inference errors.

RESULTS

Effect of Gene Flow on Tree Probabilities
Summary statistics that describe the 95% credible

sets of trees obtained from the *BEAST analyses of the
simulated data, and the percentage of times the true
species tree is contained in the 95% credible interval
(coverage probability) are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
BEST results for the 4-species analyses are largely similar
to *BEAST and are provided in the Supplementary
Materials (Dryad doi:10.5061/dryad.b7jh4). When M=0
(ILS only) the coverage probability is 1.0 for the 4-species
tree and 0.94 for the 10-species tree. Under the isolation-
migration model, the 95% credible sets of trees indicate
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TABLE 1. The coverage probability and average size of the 95% credible set of trees obtained from the *BEAST analyses

*BEAST MPEST

Model Ma Coverage probability 95% credible set size Min. size Max. size 10 loci est./sim. 1000 loci est./sim.

No migration (ILSb only)
4 0 1.0 1.6 1 8 96/98 100/100
10 0 0.94 5.4 1 57 61/82 97/94
Isolation-migration
4 0.001 0.99 1.5 1 7 94/97 100/100
4 0.01 1.0 1.3 1 3 95/99 99/100
4 0.1 1.0 1.4 1 3 99/100 100/100
4 1 1.0 1.4 1 3 100/100 100/100
10 0.1 0.99 4.3 1 33 64/84 97/94
10 1 0.99 4.7 1 28 71/85 98/93
n-island
10 0.1 0.63 15.4 1 61 9/12 20/22
10 1 0.38 19.3 3 68 9/5 12/14
Paraphyly
4 0.001 0.92 1.6 1 4 95/98 100/100
4 0.01 0.55 1.2 1 3 86/94 94/96
4 0.1 0.17 1.1 1 3 45/46 43/46
4 1 0.03 1.1 1 3 9/9 8/9
10 0.1 0.13 3.0 1 15 26/39 33/35
10 1 0.0 4.3 1 40 4/7 8/8
Deep paraphyly
10 0.1 0.0 3.4 1 21 4/5 4/3
10 1 0.0 3.2 1 13 0/0 0/0
Ancestral
4 0.001 0.98 1.6 1 7 97/98 100/100
4 0.01 1.0 1.4 1 12 92/98 100/100
4 0.1 1.0 1.5 1 8 95/96 100/100
4 1 0.98 2.7 1 12 54/60 97/100
10 0.1 0.99 6.2 1 43 66/77 98/94
10 1 0.98 7.6 1 59 29/51 96/94
Deep ancestral
10 0.1 0.99 6.6 1 61 57/78 98/94
10 1 0.96 8.2 1 53 31/27 96/95

Notes: Species tree accuracy using MPEST is recorded as the percentage of correct topologies.
aM, migration rate; bILS, incomplete lineage sorting.

TABLE 2. The coverage probability and average size of the 95% credible set of trees obtained from the *BEAST analyses under simulations
of single locus introgression and migration of a single individual at �=0

*BEAST MPEST

Species Model Coverage probability 95% credible set size Min. size Max. size 10 loci est./sim. 1,000 loci est./sim.

No migration (ILSa only)
4 ILS 1.0 1.6 1 8 96/98 100/100
10 ILS 0.94 5.4 1 57 61/82 97/94
Single migrant
4 Sister species 1.0 1.4 1 3 99/100 100/100
4 Non-sister species 0.09 1.1 1 3 92/94 92/97
10 Sister species 0.98 4.6 1 56 66/83 97/94
10 Non-sister species 0.07 3.7 1 25 59/79 90/91
Deep single migrant
10 Non-sister species 0.0 5.8 1 24 38/77 55/63
Single locus introgression
4 Sister species 0.99 1.4 1 3 — —
4 Non-sister species 0.37 1.2 1 3 — —
10 Sister species 0.99 4.6 1 54 — —
10 Non-sister species 0.28 3.8 1 24 — —
Deep single locus introgression
10 Non-sister species 0.0 6.5 1 28 — —

Species tree accuracy using MPEST is recorded as the percentage of correct topologies (out of 100 replicates). Simulations marked “—” were not
conducted.
aILS, incomplete lineage sorting.
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that the true tree is recovered more decisively, including
a decrease in the size of the 95% credible set, a reduction
of the maximum size observed across the 100 replicates,
and an increase in coverage probability for the 10-species
tree (Table 1). Paraphyletic gene flow results in similar
reductions in the average and maximum sizes of the 95%
credible sets; however, the sharp decrease in the coverage
probability accompanying increasing migration rates
indicates that the method is not recovering the true tree
(Table 1). These patterns are most pronounced under the
model of deep paraphyly on the 10-species tree (coverage
probability = 0; Table 1). Ancestral gene flow results in
an increase in the average size of the 95% credible set
of trees, and reduced coverage probability when M=1.0
on the 4-species tree (Table 1).

Allelic introgression and migration of a single
individual across species boundaries each reduce the
average and maximum sizes of the 95% credible set
(Table 2). However, their impacts on the coverage
probability differ between sister species and non-sister

species movement. Allelic introgression between sister
species results in increased coverage probability, and for
non-sister species the coverage probability is reduced
(Table 2). These patterns are similar when a single
individual migrates across a species boundary, but
the increases (sister species) and reductions (non-sister
species) in coverage probabilities are more extreme
(Table 2).

Effect of Gene Flow on Posterior Clade Probabilities
The posterior probability for clades is a sensitive

metric for measuring the effects of gene flow on inference
of the species tree. Figures 3–6 present the mean values
(over 100 replicates) for the posterior probabilities,
divergence times, and population sizes. The full results
including standard deviations for parameter estimates
are included in the Supplementary Materials.

Under the isolation-migration model, migration
increases the support for the true clade and essentially

FIGURE 3. The impacts of gene flow in the case of four species. Estimated � values are plotted on the tree, and posterior probabilities are
in bold. Gene flow patterns are indicated with colored boxes, and the order of species is fixed for all trees. Parameters are averages across 100
replicate runs. Plots show the parameters that are most heavily impacted by gene flow, including (a) the posterior probability for the true clade
containing species A and B; (b) divergence times for the most recent common ancestor of the species experiencing gene flow; and (c) population
size estimates for the most recent common ancestor of the species experiencing gene flow.
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FIGURE 5. Single locus introgression and migration of a single individual on the 4-species tree. Estimated � values are plotted on the tree,
and posterior probabilities are in bold. The order of species is fixed for all trees. Species tree parameters are averages across 100 replicates.

FIGURE 6. Single locus introgression and migration of a single individual on the 10-species tree. Estimated � values are plotted on the tree, and
posterior probabilities are in bold. The order of species is fixed for all trees. Species tree parameters are averages across 100 replicates. Symbols
indicate the locations of the clades shown in panels.

overcomes any uncertainty generated by ILS once
M≥0.01; this pattern holds for both the 4-species tree
(Fig. 3) and the 10-species tree (Fig. 4). Paraphyletic and
ancestral gene flow both add gene tree discordance to the
already present ILS, and under these models, whether
gene flow is restricted to shallow or deep levels of the
tree, the posterior probability for the true clade declines
sharply and can result in strong support for an incorrect
topology (Figs. 3 and 4). When M=0.1 and gene flow is
paraphyletic, the posterior probability for the true clade
is reduced to under 0.2 (Figs. 3 and 4). The posterior
probability remains high at this point for ancestral gene
flow, but decreases sharply at M=1.0 on the 4-species
tree (Fig. 3). If we ignore random errors due to limited
data, the posterior probability for the true clade should
go to 1, 1/3, and 0 when M goes to infinity for these three
gene flow scenarios (isolation-migration, ancestral, and
paraphyletic, respectively).

Under the n-island model on the 10-species tree,
the posterior probability for the clade undergoing
gene flow (which includes 4 species) increases to 1.0
(Fig. 4). However, the posterior probability for the true
relationships within this clade decreases with increasing

migration rate until all 15 possible rooted topologies
for the 4 species have nearly equal posterior probability
(Table 3). Deep paraphyletic gene flow in the 10-
species tree (Fig. 4) produces strong support (posterior
probability = 0.99) for an incorrect topology uniting
species H and I. Deep ancestral gene flow in the 10-
species tree (Fig. 4) increases the posterior probability
for the clades exchanging migrants, but reduces the
posterior probability for the two clades stemming from
the gene flow episode. These patterns all become more
drastic with the increase of the migration rate (Fig. 4).

Allelic introgression and single migrants between
sister species both increase the posterior probability
for the true tree, while the same processes occurring
between non-sister species produce support for incorrect
species trees (Figs. 5 and 6).

Effect of Gene Flow on Estimation of Species
Divergence Times

Divergence times are underestimated under all gene
flow scenarios explored in our simulations (Figs. 3–6),
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TABLE 3. The posterior probabilities for the 15 possible rooted
trees under the n-island model

Tree M=0 M=0.1 M=1

(H,(G,(E,F))) 0.86 0.08 0.05
(H,(F,(E,G))) 0.01 0.07 0.05
(H,(E,(F,G))) 0.02 0.06 0.06
(G,(H,(E,F))) 0.02 0.07 0.06
(G,(F,(E,H))) 0.00 0.08 0.07
(G,(E,(F,H))) 0.00 0.09 0.06
(F,(H,(E,G))) 0.00 0.08 0.08
(F,(G,(E,H))) 0.00 0.05 0.07
(F,(E,(G,H))) 0.00 0.04 0.07
(E,(H,(F,G))) 0.00 0.05 0.06
(E,(G,(F,H))) 0.00 0.05 0.06
(E,(F,(G,H))) 0.00 0.05 0.07
((G,H),(E,F)) 0.03 0.05 0.04
((F,H),(E,G)) 0.00 0.03 0.05
((E,H),(F,G)) 0.00 0.04 0.04

The true tree contains clade (H,(G,(E,F))). Values are averages across
100 *BEAST analyses.

and the divergence times approach �=0 under high
migration rates (Fig. 3). The divergence times that
are underestimated are restricted to the species and
clades that exchanged migrants in the simulation, while
the posterior estimates for divergence times for the
remaining clades in the species tree match closely
with those estimated with M=0 (ILS only; Figs. 3–6;
Supplementary Materials). For example, gene flow
between sister species leads to underestimates of the
divergence time between them, whereas the remaining
clades in the trees are unaffected on the 4-species and
the 10-species trees (Figs. 3–6). Paraphyletic gene flow
results in underestimated species divergence times for
the two species exchanging migrants, which form an
inaccurate clade, as well as for the clade that represents
the most recent common ancestor of the paraphyletic
species exchanging migrants on the true tree (Figs. 3–6).
When gene flow is restricted to an ancestral time episode,
the divergence time for that clade is underestimated, but
the divergence times for the clades stemming from the
gene flow event are not underestimated (Figs. 3 and 4).

The estimation errors in species divergence times
caused by the migration of a single individual are much
greater compared to allelic introgression (Figs. 5 and 6).
The divergence time for �AB on the 4-species tree (Fig. 5),
or �EF on the 10-species tree (Fig. 6), are an order
of magnitude lower than that found with M=0. This
strong bias is produced regardless of whether the single
migrant crosses a sister species or non-sister species
boundary.

Effect of Gene Flow on Estimates of Population
Size Parameters

The population size parameter (�) is overestimated
when species exchange migrants, and these
overestimates are restricted to the species and clades
exchanging migrants (Figs. 3–6). The average estimated
population sizes (over 100 replicates) are shown in

Figures 3–6. The posterior mean for � is a close match to
the prior (�=0.015). Under the isolation-migration and
paraphyly models with M=1.0 on the 4-species tree,
the posterior estimates for �A and �B double (Fig. 3).
A similar increase is also seen on the 10-species trees
(Fig. 4). Ancestral gene flow does not result in any
discernable impacts on population size estimates for
contemporary species, but the ancestral population size
is overestimated for the ancestral population exchanging
migrants, and this pattern is seen on both the 4-species
and 10-species trees (Figs. 3 and 4). The n-island model
overestimates � for the species exchanging migrants and
the ancestral branch leading to the clade exchanging
migrants (Fig. 4).

When a single migrant crosses a species boundary
into a non-sister species, the posterior estimate of �
nearly doubles for the species receiving the migrant
and the ancestral species (Figs. 5 and 6). Overestimation
on a similar scale is apparent in the simulation of
allelic introgression, yet here the overestimation of � is
restricted to the ancestral species (Figs. 5 and 6).

Effect of Gene Flow on Phylogenomic Estimates of
Species Trees

The accuracy of the MPEST species trees estimated
with 10 or 1000 loci is shown in Tables 1 and 2. We
calculate accuracy as the percentage of replicates (out
of 100) that match the true species tree. Accuracy when
M=0 (ILS only) is 100% for the 4-species tree and
94% for the 10-species tree. These results are similar to
the coverage probabilities calculated from the *BEAST
analyses (Tables 1 and 2). Accuracy does not change
substantially under the isolation-migration or ancestral
gene flow models, but paraphyletic gene flow and the
n-island models cause sharp reductions in accuracy. The
deep paraphyly model results in the worst performance
(as low as 0% accuracy), which is similar to the results
from *BEAST. Using estimated gene trees as opposed
to simulated gene trees reduces accuracy, but in some
instances this pattern is not found when analysing 1000
loci (Tables 1 and 2). This may be due to our use of
relatively high mutation rates (large values for �s and
�s) in the simulation so that the sequences at each locus
are fairly divergent and informative.

Single migrants between non-sister species do not
reduce accuracy nearly as much in MPEST as it does in
the *BEAST analyses (Table 2). With 1000 loci in MPEST,
the accuracy decreases to 91% on the 10-species tree,
whereas with *BEAST the probability of finding the true
tree in the 95% credible set is only 0.07 (Table 2). We did
not investigate single locus introgression, but we predict
that the impact of single locus introgression is likely to
be minimal when estimating species trees with 1000 loci.

Distribution of Coalescent Times
As expected, the distribution of true (simulated)

coalescent times when M=0 resembles an exponential
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FIGURE 7. Distribution of gene tree coalescent times under a
model with no migration (a) and with migration (b–e). Frequency
histograms are shown for estimated gene trees (top; white) and
simulated gene trees (bottom; gray). D=0 (Equation 1) represents the
inflection point separating deep coalescences (positive values) and
shallow coalescences (negative values). The x-axis is bounded by −1
for shallow coalescence and unbounded for deep coalescences (but
truncated at +1.5 for clarity).

distribution and produces positive D values (Fig. 7a).
This same distribution remains detectable when M
is increased to M=0.01 (Fig. 7b,c), but when M=0.1
the simulated distribution becomes bimodal (Fig. 7d).
Here, one peak tracks deep coalescence gene trees
while the other records shallow divergence gene trees.
The bimodal distribution of coalescent times largely
disappears with increasing migration rates and is
replaced with a single curve beginning at deviation=−1,
which corresponds to gene tree tAB =0 (Fig. 7e).

Gene tree coalescent times estimated by *BEAST from
the sequences involve estimation errors (Fig. 7). Since
gene flow was absent when M=0, the negative D
values from the estimated gene trees are the result

of stochastic estimation errors and not true shallow
divergences (Fig. 7a). Nevertheless, the prominent peak
that corresponds to the deep divergence distribution
found by the simulated gene trees is still present at
M=0.001 (Fig. 7b) and M=0.01 (Fig. 7c). Whereas the
true coalescent times produced a bimodal distribution
for M=0.1, the evidence for two peaks is absent with
the estimates (Fig. 7d) and replaced with a relatively
broad and flat distribution. When M=1.0 the data
produce a single curve beginning at deviation =−1,
which corresponds to gene tree tAB =0 (Fig. 7e).

DISCUSSION

Gene Flow and Species Tree Inference
Non-monophyletic gene trees are common in

empirical studies of well-established species (Carling
and Brumfield 2008; Carstens and Dewey 2010; Lee et al.
2012). The large effective population size of nuclear
genes and thus the large effect of ILS make it less
likely that any single nuclear gene will recover the
true species tree (Knowles and Carstens 2007). As a
result, species tree estimation using multiple nuclear
loci is quickly replacing single locus studies as a best
practice in phylogenetics (Brito and Edwards 2009;
Degnan and Rosenberg 2009) and species delimitation
(Yang and Rannala 2010; Ence and Carstens 2011). The
influence of ILS on phylogeny estimation has been
studied quite extensively (Degnan and Salter 2005;
Degnan and Rosenberg 2006; Maddison and Knowles
2006); however, the effect of gene flow on species
tree inference has received far less attention. We have
referred to the units of our simulations as species, but
under some simulation conditions (i.e., high migration
rates) they are probably more accurately described as
populations belonging to the same species. However,
empiricists often find themselves in the quandary of not
knowing whether the units of analysis are populations
or species. Thus, the results of our simulations are
relevant to phylogeographic and species delimitation
studies where we may, or may not, be dealing with
different species.

Accounting for ILS in phylogenetic studies is
imperative, since this process is intrinsically linked to
all speciation events (Edwards 2009). On the other
hand, gene flow among populations or species is
not expected to accompany all speciation events, and
therefore it is unnecessary to account for the process
in every phylogenetic study. The impacts of gene flow
on species tree estimation can be quite severe (Fig. 8),
and our simulations show the ways in which failing
to recognize gene flow can bias species tree estimates.
We found that the phylogenetic pattern of gene flow
plays a great role in determining the type of biases
observed in the species tree topology, and that the
migration rate then modulates the degree of parameter
estimation error. Adding more loci is not likely to
correct these errors, and our simulations with 1000
loci demonstrate that species tree accuracy will suffer
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FIGURE 8. Species tree distortions caused by gene flow that can result from coalescent methods that only model ILS. Dashed lines illustrate
species tree compression, and the widening of branches illustrates species tree dilation in relation to the starting species tree.

most under paraphyletic patterns of gene flow. Eckert
and Carstens (2008) investigated species tree inference
against four models of gene flow (n-island, stepping
stone, parapatric, and allopatric) and found that the
coalescent methods ESP-COAL (Carstens and Knowles
2007) and minimizing deep coalescences (Maddison
1997) typically worked better than concatenation at
identifying the correct species tree. We investigated
the influence of gene flow on species tree inference
using Bayesian species tree inference (*BEAST and
BEST) and MPEST. These Bayesian methods incorporate
branch length information and genealogical uncertainty,
and also provide posterior probability estimates of
divergence times and population sizes, two important
demographic patterns that are not necessarily estimated
by species tree inference methods that do not utilize the
multispecies coalescent model.

We found that gene flow between sister species
increases the probability of estimating the correct species
tree topology. In this case, gene flow is operating as
a homogenizing force, which is acting to decrease the
observed divergence between the sister species. Most
phylogenetic methods should interpret this increase
in similarity as strong evidence for shared ancestry;
however, we only explored this under the context of
species tree estimation using the multispecies coalescent
model. Conversely, gene flow between species that are
not sister taxa produces gene trees that are discordant
with the species tree, which increases the difficulty
of estimating the correct species tree. These findings
seem intuitive from a phylogeny estimation perspective.
From a species delimitation perspective, however, where
sharp patterns of genealogical division help distinguish
independent evolutionary lineages, it becomes difficult
to distinguish the species boundary as it becomes
blurred by gene flow (Zhang et al. 2011). Furthermore,
the estimation errors that gene flow cause on divergence
time and population size estimates that we identified
are not as intuitive as the overall impact of gene flow on
topology.

We leave a number of potential factors untested in our
simulations. Avenues for expansion from our current
simulations include: (i) additional gene flow scenarios,
including models that enable pulses of migration
through time; (ii) mutation rate variation among loci,
and modulating the sampling intensity of genes and

individuals; (iii) population size changes through time,
including expansion-contraction models that mimic
Pleistocene glacial cycles; (iv) differential selection on
subsets of loci; and (v) identifying the circumstances
under which population subdivision could produce the
same biases as gene flow (Slatkin and Pollack 2008; Yu
et al. 2012).

Species Tree Compression and Dilation
Tree topology is frequently used to assess the accuracy

of phylogenetic tree reconstructions, yet species tree
shapes convey other types of biologically relevant
information in addition to the topology. The depths of
branches indicate species divergence times, while the
width of branches denotes population sizes (Nichols
2001). From these dimensions, we can make inferences
about the speciation history of a clade.

We characterize two types of distortions that gene flow
causes on species trees in addition to changes in the
topology and posterior probability for clades. The impact
of gene flow on the overall shape of species trees is shown
in Figure 8. The first type of distortion is species tree
compression, which results from the underestimation
of species divergence times. Compression causes the
speciation times (�) to appear more recent. We did
not observe the opposite phenomenon, where the
divergence times are overestimated and stretched
deeper back in time. The inference model (multispecies
coalescent model) assumes that all gene tree discordance
is due to ILS, and this forces the speciation times to delay
until the gene flow event time. As a result, divergence
times are underestimated. A similar result was found in a
simulation study of horizontal gene transfer (Chung and
Ané 2011), which is similar to the paraphyly scenarios
of gene flow investigated here. The second type of
distortion is species tree dilation, or overestimation of
the population size (�). We did not observe any instances
of branch attenuation. This overestimation of � may be
a consequence of underestimating �, since the model
has to account for the sequence diversity in the data.
Alternatively, dilation could also be a consequence of
the incoming migrants instantly increasing the effective
population size of the sink population.

Our simulations suggest that species tree distortions
due to gene flow are dependent on the phylogenetic
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locations of gene flow. For instance, gene flow between
sister species causes them to experience compression
and dilation while leaving other parts of the species
tree unaffected (Fig. 8). Paraphyletic gene flow between
non-sister species is more misleading in that it causes
compression of all species divergence times subtending
the gene flow event. In our simulations, the clade
containing the non-sister species only included three
species (on the 4-species tree) or up to 8 species (on the
10-species tree), but we expect that a similar pattern of
compression would occur if more species were included
in the clade. Under paraphyletic gene flow, dilation
appeared to be restricted to those species exchanging
genes. This indicates that the parts of the species tree
not affected by gene flow may remain comparatively
easier to reconstruct. In a study of Sceloporus lizards,
Leaché (2009) found that inaccurate species assignments
produced posterior estimates of � that were up to an
order of magnitude higher than estimates obtained with
correct species assignments, suggesting that deviations
in � could be useful for identifying rogue samples or
identifying cryptic lineages.

Identifying Outlier Loci
The difficulty of distinguishing instances of gene

tree incongruence stemming from ILS or gene flow
has impeded the development of phylogenetic methods
that can accommodate both processes simultaneously
(but see Kubatko 2009; Meng and Kubatko 2009;
Gerard et al. 2011; Yu et al. 2012). Under a standard
phylogenetic model of no post-divergence gene flow,
alleles from different species cannot coalesce until
species divergence (i.e., until they are in the same
ancestral population). Thus, the coalescent times for
alleles can provide useful information for distinguishing
deep coalescence from post-divergence gene flow. Joly
et al. (2009) developed a posterior predictive approach
for distinguishing hybridization from ILS based on the
idea that minimum genetic distances between sequences
from two species should be smaller for hybridization
events than for ILS (Joly 2012). Yang (2010) developed
a likelihood ratio test that compares variable species
divergence times across loci under a model of allopatric
speciation without gene flow against an alternative
model of parapatric speciation with gene flow. The
method requires hundreds of loci to achieve reasonable
statistical power, a demand that is still difficult to meet
with most empirical datasets for non-model organisms,
but not insurmountable with current next-generation
sequencing techniques (Glenn 2011).

Comparing the minimum coalescent times for alleles
belonging to different species is a potential solution for
identifying loci that may be crossing species boundaries
(Sang and Zhong 2000; Holder et al. 2001). The
simulation conditions used here produced a peak of
gene tree coalescent times that corresponded to the
species divergence time when M=0, and increasing the
migration rate induced a secondary peak corresponding
to �=0 (Fig. 7). Identifying a bimodal distribution in

gene tree coalescent times with empirical data, which
is suggestive of genetic exchange, will require more
loci than are typically available, but this constraint is
vanishing as more studies shift towards new sequencing
technologies (Hohenlohe et al. 2010; vonHoldt et al.
2011). Although signatures of gene flow events were
present under the simulation conditions used here, their
presence in empirical data will depend on the level
of divergence between species as well as the mutation
rates of the sampled genes. Recent species divergence
times and/or uninformative loci may result in a
preponderance of gene tree coalescence times near �=0,
and this would make it difficult to distinguish ILS from
gene flow. Alternative coalescent-based methods are
available for estimating gene flow among populations
under a variety of population models (Excoffier and
Heckel 2006), and conducting these analyses alongside
species tree inference is a logical way of identifying
whether gene flow may be introducing biases into
the species tree estimation procedure (Carling and
Brumfield 2008). However, this approach is rarely
taken, since it is generally assumed that gene flow
is either absent, has not occurred in the past, or is
relatively unimportant compared to ILS in the context
of estimating the species tree. A species tree approach
that includes migration estimation (see Choi and Hey
2011) would eliminate the need to conduct side-by-
side population genetic and phylogenetic analyses to
understand the divergence history of a clade.

Our simulations reveal some of the ways in which
gene flow may bias species tree estimation, and that
the estimation errors can impact different dimensions
of the species tree. This highlights the need for careful
sampling design in phylogenetic studies where gene
flow, introgression, or incorrect sample assignments can
potentially bias the estimation of the Bayesian species
tree topology, population sizes, and divergence times.
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